Abstract. We study the use of mathematical morphology for handprinted character recognition. Our approach uses the morphological skeleton transform as the shape descriptor. An efficient skeletonmatching algorithm, which renders the similarity between two skeletons as a distance measure, is employed. Based on this distance measure, a character is classified by a minimum distance classifier. The morphological skeleton transform contains complete shape information and is shown as a powerful descriptor for this class of shapes. We also study the pattern spectrum as a shape descriptor for hand-printed characters. However, the pattern spectrum conveys only information about the shape/size distribution of a given object, which turns out to be not very efficient for hand-printed characters. Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of the skeletonbased approach and the inadequacy of the pattern-spectrum-based approach.
Introduction
Hand-printed character recognition is a very active research area,13 inspired by the need for automating office work and employing more natural ways of entering text into machines. It falls into the general fields of image analysis and pattern recognition from which it borrows methods and techniques for data processing. 114/Journalof Electronic Imaging/April 1993 / Vol. 2 (2) Thus far this problem has been tackled by many researchers using different character sets including English (Latin),46 Chinese,7 Korean,8 and Arabic.9 Most hand-printed character recognition approaches fall into two categories: the featurebased approach or the structural approach. In the first category a number of features are selected to represent a given character. The features employed include the whole set of points (pixels),'° coefficients obtained by transformations l Walsh,12 Haar and Hadamard,13 etc.), moments,5 characteristic loci,14 crossings and distances,15 and geometrical features (strokes, bays, end points, etc.).4'6 More recently, feature sets consisting of combinations of statistical, stroke, and topological features have also been 16 In the structural approaches a character is usually decomposed into its constituent elements (primitives) and a parsing mechanism is used to recognize the character that corresponds to a given set of primitives and primitive relations. 1 1,17,18 In this paper, morphological shape descriptors are employed for hand-printed character recognition that, to the best of our knowledge, have not been used before to date. More specifically, two approaches are studied using the morphological skeleton transform (MST)19'2° and the pattern spectrum (PS),21'22'23 respectively, as the character representation schemes. These shape descriptors have been extensively studied theoretically but their application to real pattern recognition problems has been very limited. The MST has been used mainly for shape description and decomposition20'25 and in a limited manner for shape recognition.26 Shape/size distributions (related to the PS) have been used extensively in image analysis applications to petrography and biology, 22 and to some extent in texture analysis. 27 The PS has also been used as a classification tool in Ref. 28 . In this paper we investigate the applicability of these shape descriptors in hand-printed character recognition.
Character recognition using the MST representation can be considered as a structural approach because the MST is a descriptor that reduces a shape to an axial representation. This approach is inspired by the fact that characters are adequately represented as skeletons. Moreover, the MST conveys all the information of a given shape and is efficiently computed. A skeleton-matching algorithm (SMA) developed in Ref. 29 is employed for the task of recognition. The SMA renders the similarity between two MSTs to a distance measure that can subsequently be used for classification purposes. This scheme results in very accurate recognition rates because both the shape representation and the distance computation methods are very accurate.
The PS-based approach is a feature-based approach, the features being the PS components. The experimental results obtained for this set of features are, however, inferior to the results obtained using other feature sets (e.g., moments5). This is mainly because the PS describes only the shape/size distribution of a given object and contains no information about the shape/structure of the object.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes briefly the MST for the self-completeness of the paper. Handprinted character recognition using the MST representation is studied in Sec. 3. Section 4 gives a very brief introduction to the PS and presents our approach to hand-printed character recognition using this shape descriptor. Our conclusions from this work are outlined in Sec. 5.
Morphological Shape Representation
Mathematical morphology, a set theoretical approach for the analysis of geometrical structures, provides a general image analysis methodology in which the operations are based on logical operations between pixels rather than arithmetic ones. Yet, it can deal with functions since an M-dimensional function can be seen, through the umbra transformation, as a morphological shape representation that is considered next is the MST.
The Morphological Skeleton Transform
The MST, which is the morphological version of the medial axis transform,32 is a shape descriptor that reduces an object to an axial representation. It is actually a distance transform33 that contains complete information about the object' s shape and size. Lantuejoul'9 proved that the MST of a shape can be obtained by successive erosions and openings of the shape by a structuring element B. For a digital binary shape X, the MST is given as
N= max{n:(XênB)sø} where
fl times and the slash \ denotes set difference. The sets S,,, n = 0, 1 N, are referred to as the skeleton components of X with respect toB.
A fast algorithm for skeleton decomposition was developed by Maragos and Schafer° that operates in linear time, as opposed to the initial algorithm described by Serra22 that operates in quadratic time. The decomposition algorithm ( Fig. 1) (5) i.e., the erosion of X by nB is performed by n successive erosions.
The MST is translation invariant, antiextensive, and idempotent. Examples of the MST of hand-printed characters with respect to the ' 'RHOMBUS' ' structuring element (Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the RHOMBUS structuring element is also implied in all the examples presented henceforth, if not stated otherwise.
(la)
For storage efficiency, the skeleton function (SKF)2° can be adopted, which results in a compact representation of the information contained in all the skeleton subsets S,. SKF is ary details. The SKFs of the characters shown in Fig. 3(a) are given in Fig. 3(c) . In this figure, the SKFs are plotted enlarged for readability. Note that the initial characters have been smoothed by an "opening-closing" filter (see next sec- lion) and, thus, the S0 skeleton component (pixels with value one in the SKF) has been eliminated in many cases.
3 MST-Based Approach to Character Recognition In this section the problem of hand-printed character recognition is addressed using the MST representation presented in the previous section, which reduces a shape to an axial representation. The MST, other than being an informationpreserving descriptor, offers an intuitively appealing representation for hand-printed characters because these shapes are sufficiently characterized by their skeletons. Moreover, the skeletal value at each pixel (SKF) provides useful information as to the contribution of each skeleton pixel to the shape representation (i.e., the main body or the boundaries). For the purpose of character classification (recognition), a skeleton-matching algorithm (SMA)29 is employed that renders the similarity between two MSTs to a distance measure. Based on this distance measure, a minimum distance classifier assigns an unknown character to that class from which its distance is minimum. In general, a representation scheme is suitable for pattern recognition and classification if it is invariant under object translation, scale, and rotation. The MST and the PS are translation invariant but not scale and rotation invariant. Consequently, a scale and rotation normalization should first be applied to the characters under examination. A translation normalization is also assumed because it is required by the SMA. The block diagram of the MST-based system, employed for hand-printed character recognition, is shown in Fig. 4 . The MST module shown in this figure implements the skeletonization algorithm ( Fig. 1 ) of Maragos and Schafer° and is not explained further.
Character Normalization
A character is subjected to a normalization process with respect to translation, rotation, and scale.
Translation normalization. This transformation places a character in a fixed place in the image plane. It is performed by moving the axial system so that the origin coincides with the center of mass of the character. If are the coordinates of the center of mass andf(x,y) represents the initial character function, the translated function f(x,y) is given as f(x,y) = Rotation normalization. The character is rotated so that the angle between its major axis and the horizontal direction takes a predefined value 4. The rotation angle is computed as = -0, where 0 is the angle from the original axes to the principal axes34
where 1pq denotes the (p + q)'th order central moment: The angle 0, as computed by Eq. (7), may be computed with respect to either the major principal axis or the minor principal axis. A unique orientation may be determined by placing the additional constraints xo>ji2 and 4>O (i,q denotes the (p + q)'th central moment computed after rotation normalization). The angle 0 is given now as 0 + nir12 where n is chosen to satisfy these constraints. Finally, rotation is performed by computing the new location (x',y') of each pixel (x,y) as follows:
.
(10) y -sin4 cos y Scale normalization. Thecharacteris enlarged or reduced so that the number of pixels n1, in it becomes a predefined constant 3. This is accomplished by transforming f(x,y) to f(x,y) =f(x/c, yla), where a = (f3/n)U2 (see Ref. 5 ).
An opening-closing filter35 is finally applied to the normalized characters to suppress the boundary noise and result in "smooth" skeletons.
The various steps of the character normalization process are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The Skeleton-Matching Algorithm
The SMA adopted in this paper for the task of character recognition is a general algorithm that can be used for the recognition of binary shapes represented by their MSTs, provided that they have been normalized with respect to translation, rotation, and scaling. It has been described in detail elsewhere29 but is briefly presented in this section for the completeness of the paper. This algorithm compares two MSTs (ofdifferentlengths and geometrical distributions) and (7) provides an estimate of how similar they are. It does so by performing a nonlinear local alignment of the MSTs under consideration. This is similar to the idea behind the elasticmatching technique36'37 that has also been used in on-line (8) character recognition.38 However, in the elastic-matching technique the alignment problem is much simpler because the technique deals with one-dimensional (1-D) signals only, which are characterized by a start and end point. Thus, the start and end points of the two signals can be matched and (9) then a nonlinear alignment of the time axes is allowed so that a predefined distance measure is minimized. In the skeleton-matching process no definitive start and end points exist to be matched and, moreover, an apparent sequence of the pixels that belong to an MST cannot be defined. Consequently, the matching proceeds by searching for the local similarities between the two MSTs, which is accomplished by matching parts that have a small distance between them (small ''cost' ' ). In the matching process, the significance of each part examined, in the MST representation, is also taken into account by considering the SKF. In other words, when matching parts that represent similar shape components (i.e. , the main bodies or the boundaries), a weighting factor (computed from the SKEs) that strengthens their similarity (reduces the cost) is used. On the contrary, when matching parts that represent different shape components, the weighting factor weakens their similarity (increases the cost). For computational efficiency, the SMA avoids exhaustive searches that may break down its performance for large image arrays. This situation can arise in the elasticmatching technique when a large time-warping range is allowed.
A formal presentation of the SMA follows in a PascalAlgorithm. SMA Input. S1,S2/*S1,S2 stand for the two MSTs to be
D,2/* A distance measure that expresses the similarity between X1 and X/ (Initialization) set D,2=O; let n1 = number of pixels in S ; n2 = number of pixels in 2;
assume n1>n2, otherwise change the roles of and 2;
Step 2: match each pixel (x,y) E S with its nearest (in the Euclidean sense) pixel (x',y') E compute the cost for matching pixel (x,y) with (x',y') as d= W[(x,y), (x',y')]R[(x,y), (x',y')]; 1* wstands for weighting factor and is computed as
R stands for the Euclidean distance between the grid locations (x,y) and (x',y')*/ increase D 'X2 by d; mark (x',y') as visited;
Step 3: match each unvisited pixel (x",y") ES2 with its nearest pixel (x,y) E S and increase D by the cost of matching;
Step 4: stop.
The distance between two MSTs, as computed by the SMA, Method.
Step 1:
like notation:
is not necessarily the (globally) minimum one. Indeed, although the expression R[(x,y), (x',y')] in the computation of the matching cost d is guaranteed to be minimum, the product W[(x,y), (x',y')I.R[(x,y), (x',y')I may or may not be minimum and, hence, the algorithm may reach a suboptimal solution. However, the choice of this cost function is intuitively justified since (a) it is in close agreement with the way humans usually look for similarities between two shapes in that they try to match the different components locally and then decide for a global matching based on the overall geometry, and (b) it leads to large savings in computational time because the search for (x',y') stops as soon as the nearest pixel is found (usually after a few iterations). More specifically, this cost function reduces the computational complexity to linear (0(N)) for N X N binary images. 29 The matching of pixels performed by the SMA is actually a local nonlinear alignment of the two MSTs in both directions in the image plane, as opposed to the elastic-matching technique, which considers only one direction. The cost accumulation in the distance measure D 'x2 provides the means for determining the overall similarity or dissimilarity of two shapes. In other words, the distance measure is the final critenon for judging two shapes as similar or not. The use of the weighting factor W(.) guarantees that each pair of pixels matched has a large contribution to the whole distance measure if they represent different parts of the two shapes, whereas it has a small contribution if they represent similar parts of the two shapes.
The matching of the MSTs of the characters ''k' ' and ' 'x,'
' as performed by the SMA, is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The initial characters (after normalization) are shown in Fig. 6(a) and their MSTs in Fig. 6(b) . In this figure the MSTs are enlarged and superimposed (placed on the same grid) to simplify the presentation of the matching process. Note that because of the translation normalization both MSTs are placed in the same position in the image plane. The pixels of MSTk are denoted with the symbol • and the pixels of MSTX are denoted with the symbol o. The number of pixels in MSTk (102) is greaterthan the number ofpixels in MSTX (78) and, consequently, step 2 of the SMA matches each pixel in MSTk with its nearest pixel in MSTX. The matching process is illustrated in Fig. 6(c) in which the matching of two pixels p and p' (p EMST, p' E MSTJ, i, j = k, x, ij) is denoted by an arc that connects them. For the sake of brevity, the trivial case of the matching between two pixels in the same grid location is not marked in this figure. Also note that the cost associated with such a matching is zero and, consequently, it does not contribute to the distance computation. The pixels of MSTX, which are marked with a bold borderline (o), are not visited in step 2 of the SMA and are considered in step 3. The distance measure computed for these two characters is DkX 775. This can be compared to the distances of character ' 'k' ' shown in this figure from the characters shown in Fig. 3 , which are Dkf= 1572, Dkd= 1959, Dkh 783, and Dka 1 1 14, respectively. As can be verified, characters that are more similar in shape ("k" and "x," "k" and "h") result in smaller distance measures, which is in accordance with our perception about shape similarity.
The SMA may, in certain cases, produce erroneous results if noise affects considerably the MST representation of a given shape (the MST of a disk is its central pixel, whereas the MST of the same disk minus its central pixel is a circle).
However, for the case of characters in which the MSTs are usually thin versions of the shapes, it is expected that accurate representations and, therefore, accurate distance results will be produced. This problem is also decreasedby the smoothing filter that is applied during the normalization process, which filters out small image details. Moreover, the distance measure rendered by the SMA has the advantage, over other distances, of being analogous to the degree of similarity between the shapes, as has been illustrated in the previous examples. On the contrary, the classic Hausdorff distance, for example, that is often used in set distance measurements, would produce a very similar distance for the character pairs (h,n) and (h,w), which does not comply with our perception about the similarity of these shapes (''h' ' is closer to ''n" than to "w").
Experimental Results
The proposed MST-based approach to hand-printed character recognition has been evaluated using a simulated implementation of the operations described and a set of 64 X 64 lowercase English characters. The total number of characters in this set is 1092 and was produced by 42 individuals that were asked independently to write, without any constraints, the English lowercase alphabet. A set of 38 characters, which were carefully written by the authors, were used as the reference library. The number of characters in this set is greater than 26 because some characters that may be written in different shapes by different writers are represented more than once. For example, this is the case, for the character ' 'a," which is represented as ''a' ' and as ''a. ' ' For computational efficiency, the reference library contains the MSTs of the 38 characters and not the initial characters.
In the experiments conducted using the above-described test and reference sets, 86 recognition errors were made that gave a recognition rate of92. 13%. This figure is very accurate if we consider that the test set was produced by 42 individuals without any writing constraints. Most of the recognition errors account in misciassifications between the pairs of letters (u,v), (q,g), (n,h), (t,f), and (h,b). The letters "d," "s," "k,"
and ' 'w' ' were correctly recognized in all cases. The rest of the letters were misrecognized in a few cases.
The above-mentioned recognition rate was obtained using the RHOMBUS structuring element. This structuring element has been experimentally verified as producing the ' 'best" MSTs with regard to thickness and connectivity. The rates obtained with the SQUARE and the CIRCLE structuring elements (Fig. 2) were 89.20 and 73.65%, respectively. The low-recognition rate obtained with the CIRCLE can be ascribed to the factthat the skeletons obtained with this structuring element were in many cases not ' 'representative' ' (thin versions) of the initial character, which often resulted in wrong distance computations. This is mainly caused by the size of the CIRCLE, which is not negligible compared to the width of the character shapes. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 in which the MSTs of the character ''v' ' with respect to the structuring elements RHOMBUS, SQUARE, and CIRCLE are shown. The robustness of the recognition results with respect to the RHOMBUS structuring element can be claimed because (a) its small size guarantees the ''correct' ' skeletonization of any shape and (b) experimentally it has been found to produce thin skeletons regardless of the size of the input shape (character).
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Comparative Results
For comparison purposes, a moment-based method was also tested on the same data set. More specifically, the set consisting of the second-order and third-order moment invariants [see Ref. 33 , p. 380J was used as the feature set. A minimum distance classifier was employed since it was found in Ref. 5 that among other statistical classifiers it has the best performance with moment-invariant features. When tested on noise-free data, a recognition rate of 91.75% (90 recognition errors) was obtained, which is very similar to the recognition rate obtained with our approach (92. 13%). However, this recognition rate has been found to decrease significantly when noise is added to the data. For a noise level described by the parameter values =8 and y = 20% (according to our noise model), the recognition rate dropped below 50%, whereas with our approach this figure is still above 80%.
PS-Based Approach to Character Recognition
Hand-printed character recognition was also studied in this work using the PS as a shape descriptor to demonstrate the inadequacy of the PS for this task. A brief description of the PS precedes the presentation of this approach.
The Pattern Spectrum
Matheron2' considered families of openings in the Euclidean space R2 by convex compact structuring elements rD (disks of radius r) for unifying all sizing operations in R2. He called these parametric openings granulometries and their areas size distributions. Size distributions have been further studied by Serra22 and have been used in applications on particle distributions. In shape analysis studies, the term PS is often used to refer to these distributions. 23 The PS of a digital binary shape X is defined as
where ,Z\,(.) denotes area. Equation (1 1 opening it with the structuring element kB. The PS, as a shape descriptor, represents an object as a point in the k-dimensional
The negative part of the PS is defined by using closings in the place of openings. For the discrete case, the negative PS is defined as
Using successive closings, the object approximates its convex hull. The information contained in the negative PS (impulses at negative sizes) indicates the existence of prominent intruding gulfs or holes in X. A serious computational problem associated with the negative PS is that a stopping criterion cannot be formulated as for the case of the positive PS in which the evaluation process terminates when the area of the object diminishes to zero. Instead, the final component of the negative PS must be preselected. The selection of a small value is quite risky because ignoring large value components is possible. On the other hand, very large values cannot be allowed because closings with large structuring elements are computationally very expensive. For alleviating this problem, the pseudo-pattern spectrum (PPS) was proposed,39 which is defined as the ordinary positive PS of the complement of x, x, relative to the minimum circle that has its center on the center of mass of X and contains X. The values of the three pecstra (positive, negative, and pseudo) for the characters of Fig. 3 are given in Table 1 . The values of the first component of the negative PS, PS,( -1 ,B), are zero due to the opening-closing filter that is applied to the characters. This is because
-A(X), and X•BX due to the idempotence property of the closing operator (X results from another shape X' that has been opened and closed in cascade).
Recognition Approach and Experimental

Results
The PS-based approach to hand-printed character recognition constitutes a standard pattern recognition and classification approach. All three pecstra (positive, negative, and pseudo) were used in this study, and in each case two distance metrics, Euclidean and city-block, were tried. The distance metric maps the k-dimensional feature space to a 1 -dimensional distance space. However, because the feature vector components (may) have different dynamic ranges (see Table 1 ), it is possible for one or a subgroup to dominate the distance measure. This is alleviated by normalizing the features before the distance computation. The normalization consists of subtracting the sample mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the corresponding class. The final classification decision is again made by a minimum distance classifier that has been trained using a reference library consisting of 1 52 characters, carefully written by the authors. The recognition results obtained using the same test set as the one used in the MST experiments are summarized in Table 2 . As can be verified, these results are not accurate for all the pattern spectra and for both distances. Although these results depend also on the classifier used, no other classifier has been tried because the very low recognition rate obtained is mostly ascribed to the descriptor rather than the classifier used. The intuitive explanation for this is that the PS is a descriptor that characterizes only the shape/size distribution of a given shape and contains no information about the shape's structure. Consequently, PS seems to be a weak descriptor for shape patterns, such as hand-printed characters in which the shape/structure is actually the discriminating new approaches to this problem based on morphological shape descriptors have been presented in this paper. The first approach uses the MST as the shape descriptor and the second the PS. The MST-based approach has been proven to be very efficient for this shape recognition problem, whereas this has not been the case for the PS-based approach. The reason for this is that the PS contains only information concerning the shape/size distribution of an object, which is not sufficient in the case of characters. On the other hand, the MST contains complete shape information (information-preserving shape descriptor), which can be exploited for the task of recognition.
An efficient algorithm was employed for the task of MST matching that renders the similarity between two skeletons to a distance measure. Based on this distance measure, an unknown character is recognized by means of a minimum distance classifier. For evaluation purposes, this approach has been tested on an experimental set (constructed for this purpose) of 1092 hand-printed characters written by 42 individuals. The results obtained are very promising and room still exists for improvements by properly adapting the cost function of the SMA to character data. Furthermore, the noise robustness of this approach has been tested by corrupting the characters using a boundary deformation procedure. No significant performance degradation has been observed even for low SNRs. Consequently, this approach offers a robust recognition scheme for hand-printed characters even in cases of character deformations caused by noise or other imperfections.
Moreover, this approach can be seen as a general shape recognition paradigm because it makes no assumptions on the shapes examined. The recognition system (Fig. 4 ) that has been developed can be used for any type of binary shapes simply by replacing the character reference library with a reference library for the shapes in hand.
